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 .com.? A: -bash: 1: command not found You can't run such a command as 1. The shell is looking for an executable, not a command, so it's trying to execute a binary. If you were trying to run echo 1, that would be fine as this is a command, not a binary. As such, you need to change your script to run the correct command. If you want to run an executable, use./ Example: ./mtext2html.sh./mtext2html.sh
Now this will be run as./mtext2html.sh./mtext2html.sh If you want to run as the same executable, then include the full path, as you would normally do from a terminal: ./mtext2html.sh ~/Downloads/mtext2html.sh Which would run it as./mtext2html.sh ~/Downloads/mtext2html.sh (If you want to run it from anywhere, you can add the full path to the script as well, by running./mtext2html.sh

/where/to/run/from/mtext2html.sh) Also note that if you had a file named mtext2html.sh, it would get run instead, which wouldn't do what you want. The present invention relates to a charging device for a rechargeable battery having an improved contact system between the battery and the charging device. Several types of charging devices are known in the art. One of the known charging devices is a
charging adapter. A charging adapter has one or more contacts disposed in a protective enclosure in which the battery is inserted. When the contacts are brought into engagement, charging current is conducted from the contacts through the battery to the contacts and then from the contacts through the external connection or circuit to the power source. A number of disadvantages are associated with

this type of charging device. When the contacts are inserted in the protective enclosure, they are exposed to the surrounding air. During handling and transportation of the battery, the contacts are prone to being bent, scored, or chipped. These contact problems are exacerbated by the fact that the contacts are on the bottom of the enclosure. With this type of configuration, the protective enclosure may
tilt or fall during handling and transportation, which is undesirable. The battery may be knocked out of the protective enclosure during the transportation, which is undesirable. In addition, 520fdb1ae7
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